Hazen to advise foreign studies

By Karen Waltel

Dr. Ralph L. Hazen will be an Foreign Study Advisor July 1 following his retirement as Dean of the Graduate School. He succeeds Professor Emeritus John Norton who has held the post since 1954.

Two policy measures evolved from Norton's work with faculty and abroad. Beginning with the coming academic year, students whose overseas programs have been approved will be listed officially as MIT students registred for foreign study, and will be eligible for student aid just as they were in residence at MIT.

He has consulted on engineering education in many foreign countries, and served as a delegate of the Engineer's Council for Professional Development to international conferences on engineering education. He also served as chairman of the National Education Accreditation Committee.

Professor Hazen studied at MIT, receiving his BS in 1924, MS in 1929, and ScD in 1931. He joined the Department of Electrical Engineering in 1929.

Language study important

The real problem of study abroad, as Professor Hazen sees it, is to "be able to bring back evidence of solid academic accomplishment acceptable to the Institute." He feels that the "single most important thing an interested student can do is to get a working command of the language." This is more true for areas of economics and political science than for mathematics or physical sciences.

"Spending the junior year abroad is not for every student," said Professor Hazen. "He must be willing to give sufficient time and effort to language preparation as well as being interested in becoming acquainted with a different life, culture, and way of looking at things. Then it can be a great and exciting opportunity."

SUMMER JOB


FOR THE ANSWERS TO THE OTHER QUESTIONS CALL 536-3223 OR COME IN TO HONDA C T Y . THE DEALER WITH ALL THE RIGHT ANSWERS TO YOUR TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS.

HONDA C T Y

78 BROOKLINE AVE., BOSTON AT FENWAY PARK

1. What was the Shadow's name?
2. Name the girl singer on Winky Lee Show.
3. What is Superman's father's name?
4. Name the pitcher on the Boston Red Sox.
5. Who played my friend's mom?
6. Name the announced on the Hoochey Mars Show.
7. Name the sponsor of Captain Midnight.
8. Name the doctor on Medic.
9. Who recorded Earth Angel?
10. Who were the names of Sky King's niece and sandbox?
11. HOW CAN YOU GET A FREE HELMET?

THE ANSWER TO 11 IS EASY—JUST BRING THIS AD TO HONDA CITY.

Twelve miles may prove major obstacle to program

(Continued from Page 1)

Hallowed tradition of "pinning" a girl is up-dated by Sprite bottle caps.

According to an independent survey, it took it over three years to create a startling new practice in becoming widespread on some college campuses.

 ubly, fraternity men are no longer "pinning" the lovely young things that catch their eye. Instead, they reach for a box labeled "tangling Sprite"—and proceed to "cap" their attentions.

"Why has this come about? Perhaps because of what happens when you go through the ceremony of opening a bottle of Sprite. It fizzy! Forcine! Bubbles! All of which makes for easy feminine moodiness than to simply "pin" a girl, in c far too many people engaged in the act of opening a bottle of Sprite in itself is a strong emotional experience."

Capped off, of course, by the sharing of a tingley of delightful abolations. (Tasting the tingley tangling of Sprite, that is.) The beauty of the idea is that courses of true love does not run smooth, you don't have to go to the trouble of getting back your pin. You just buy another bottle of Sprite. SPRITE. GO TASTE IT. YOURSELF. IT'S WORTH IT.